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DISCLAIMER
This presentation may contain certain forward-looking statements with respect to certain of Old Mutual plc’s plans and its current
goals and expectations relating to its future financial condition, structure, performance and results. It should be read in conjunction
with the RNS announcement published today in respect of this presentation.
By their nature, all forward-looking statements involve risk and uncertainty because they relate to future events and circumstances
which are beyond Old Mutual plc’s control including amongst other things, international and global economic and business
conditions, market related risks such as fluctuations in interest rates and exchange rates, the policies and actions of regulatory
authorities, the impact of competition, inflation, deflation, the timing and impact of other uncertainties of future acquisitions or
combinations within relevant industries, as well as the impact of tax and other legislation and other regulations in the jurisdictions in
which Old Mutual plc and its affiliates operate. As a result, Old Mutual plc’s actual future financial condition, performance and
results may differ materially from the plans, goals and expectations set forth in Old Mutual plc’s forward looking statements.
Where this presentation makes reference to the proposed future structure of the group through the previously announced plans for a
managed separation of the group, your attention is specifically drawn to the fact that such a separation is highly complex and
subject to change as a result of factors such a stakeholder consent, regulatory conditions and / or the readiness of the underlying
businesses. Old Mutual plc is taking appropriate legal and financial advice and there can be no certainty as to the nature of the
final outcome.
Old Mutual plc undertakes no obligation to update the forward-looking statements contained in this presentation or any other
forward-looking statements it may make.
Nothing in this presentation shall constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy securities.
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PRESENTATION AGENDA
Introduction to the day and overview of managed
separation strategy

Bruce Hemphill, Group CEO

Business presentations
– Old Mutual Wealth

Paul Feeney, CEO and Steve Braudo, COO

– Nedbank

Mike Brown, CEO

– Old Mutual Emerging Markets

Ralph Mupita, CEO

– OM Asset Management

Peter Bain, CEO

Execution of the strategy

Rob Leith, Director of Managed Separation

Unlocking value and closing remarks

Bruce Hemphill, Group CEO

Evening event and meet with management teams
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STRATEGIC PATH
Previous state

EMERGING MARKETS

Group

New strategy: Managed separation

EMERGING MARKETS

End state

EMERGING MARKETS

Plc HO
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A FLEXIBLE AND ITERATIVE PROCESS
Base Case
Principles

Stakeholder
interaction

• Focus on distributing assets to
shareholders

•

Shareholders

•

Regulators

•

Credit providers

•

Government

•

Refine execution
routes

•

Consider alternatives
to enhance value

• Limit market and third party
dependencies
• Balance time, value, cost and risk
• Retain strong operational focus on
subsidiaries

External parties

Management
alternatives
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TRANSACTIONS AS INDICATED PREVIOUSLY

Creation of two separate entities, both listed in both London
and Johannesburg
• Old Mutual Wealth operations
• Creation of a new South African holding company to hold
remaining plc assets (principally OMEM & Nedbank)

EMERGING MARKETS

Distribution of significant proportion of current stake in Nedbank
• Appropriate strategic minority stake retained

plc

Target completion end-2018

Phased reduction of OMAM 66% stake

Material completion

Business Readiness key determinant of timing

Material reduction in holding company debt and reshaping the balance sheet
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IMPLEMENTATION – DELIVERING VALUE TO
SHAREHOLDERS
CORPORATE FINANCE

EMERGING MARKETS

plc

BUSINESS READINESS

• Investment case development
• “Go-to-market” strategies
(including appropriate portfolio
perimeters)
• Stand-alone
Balance Sheets
• Technical preparation for
separation

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Operating Model
Governance structure
Management structure
Cost structure
Functional capability
Inter-group arrangements
Operating performance

• Delivery of MS Balance Sheet

• Transitioning

Individual projects and plans for each business,
co-ordinated with an overall MS project plan
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MANAGED SEPARATION COSTS AND SAVINGS
MS Costs
One off transaction costs1
•

Financial advisors

•

Printing circulars

•

Legal/Accounting specialists

•

Documentation

•

Shareholder
communications

•

Capital items

•

…etc.

One off cost of PLC wind down
£50m -

£65m2

•

Redundancy

•

Retention

•

Contract termination

•

…etc.

One off costs

Recurring listed entity costs
•

2 additional listed entities

•

£5-10m p.a. each
•

Savings
plc corporate cost
YE 2015
£23m

YE 2019
Currently recharged
to businesses

£57m
Historic cost

3
Recurring residual costs

Share registers, shareholder communications

1. Route and transaction dependent
2. Indicative level of costs
3. Not to scale
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ILLUSTRATIVE OPERATING COSTS1
Other than MS transaction costs

Costs
Costs

One-off
Standalone

plc

…eliminated

Recurring2

Recharges

…transitioned

Target Operating Model
cost savings

Direct

Plc

&
…minimise the
impact of
increased costs
through TOM3
savings

Businesses

Plc and Businesses

Objective is to
eliminate plc
costs…

Businesses

Cost implications to be refined during the business planning cycle for 2017
1. Cost base not to scale
2. Incremental local listing and standalone business costs
3. Target operating model
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2016-2018 MS AGENDA

Stakeholder interests

Value

Time

Cost

Risk

Ensure business readiness for separation
Execute transactions
Wind-down head office and its activities
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DELIVERING FOUR GREAT BUSINESSES

EMERGING MARKETS

Strength

Areas to address

SA franchise, integrated
offering

Optimising the portfolio, cost efficiencies, East Africa and Property &
Casualty turnaround

Corporate and commercial
strength, great risk-adjusted
returns

Increasing market share in SA Retail, value creation through the
ETI relationship, cost-income ratio

Well positioned with a
sizeable market opportunity

Cost efficiencies, successful implementation of IT system, FCA
investigation and optimising margin through integration opportunities

Specialist focus in large
market

Integration of Landmark and further strategy diversification,
optimising cost base
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UNLOCKING VALUE
Old Mutual
Emerging
Markets

1

Nedbank

GHO costs

2

Hybrid
debt costs

3

Conglomerate
discount

4
Old Mutual
Wealth
OMAM
Other

Market
value

5

Actions:

1 Deliver enhanced business performance
2 Reduce cost of central activities
3 Manage down Group debt
Outcomes:

4 Valuation re-rating of the businesses
5 Removal of conglomerate discount

(Illustrative)
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Q&A
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CLOSING REMARKS
Update on activities for each business
Strategic positioning of the businesses to generate sustainable
competitive advantage
Focus areas for management
Business readiness for independence






Next update: Preliminary Results – 9 March 2017
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DRINKS WITH
MANAGEMENT

ROOM 501 UPSTAIRS
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